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Wood Energy 
Pouring Energy into Training 

 

 
 
 

Wood energy: general mobilization…or almost 
A widespread, concerted effort is being made to reach the objective of 23% renewable energy sources 
in 2020: 

• First the available resource is assessed. 
• Then action is taken to increase the number of wood heating systems. 

 
When it comes to wood chips, however, there remains a step in between: harvesting and processing the 
resource. 
Chipping equipment exists, but little mention is made in terms of the qualifications of companies that 
harvest wood and process chips. 
 

Key points 
- Product quality and work-site technical requirements are such that operators training is absolutely 
essential. 
 
- The objectives of the “wood energy” sector will only be reached if there is a network of qualified 
professionals. 
 

The position of wood chip companies in France 
- There are two types of company: those that already produce wood chips and those that plan on doing 
so, since the high-growth market means that more and more businesses will be branching out into this 
area. 

- There is no “prescribed method” for wood energy harvest and wood chip production, although empirical 
processes can be observed here and there. 
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- There is now a certificate course for wood chip production in France. 

- Companies would appreciate being able to find qualified operators. 

- They are willing to assist with training, starting with the pioneering companies. 

 

Why “wood chip” qualification? 

> To provide long-term customer satisfaction and make a profit: 
The sale and production of wood chips is a complex line of business that needs to be mastered if an 
entrepreneur wishes to retain customers and earn money: 
 

• Use and reuse of wood, method of operation in compliance with specifications, sustainable 
management regulations and safety regulations.  

• Wood chip manufacturing process, choice of proper equipment, production costs. 
• Knowledge of product, different types, moisture levels, homogeneity, heat supply, market 

demands, traceability. 
• Advice to customers, shipping preparation and delivery of a compliant product. 
• Ability to handle a problem to ensure customer satisfaction. 

> To promote a good image of the wood energy sector: 
Lack of qualification can lead to costly errors and substandard performance that can be fatal for a 
company and detrimental to the wood energy sector as a whole.  

Take the example of a non-compliant delivery that causes a heating system to shut down: the 
contractor will have to clean the silo, repair the conveyor system and compensate the customer for the 
shutdown of the system – enough to lose your shirt! 

The customer will change supplier and will spread bad publicity about wood heating at a time when 
efforts are being stepped up to increase the number of wood chip heating systems.  

 
As we can see, training for these contractors and their workers is in everyone’s best interests. 
 

Who to train? 
Forestry contractors and operators, as well as wood chip heating system installers, opinion leaders and 
elected officials. 

 

A training programme that meets needs 

2 types of training: 
• Short-term, qualifying training aimed at improving a certain number of skills required to carry 

out an activity. 
• Certificate course aimed at the acquisition of skills required to carry out an activity. The 

work/study programme (alternating between work placement and training centre) is validated by 
certification. 
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 The Centre Forestier (forestry training centre) has developed a comprehensive 
training programme: 

1. Certificate course for forestry operators on wood chip production: for people who already 
have forestry qualifications or certification. Objective: harvest and reuse wood, produce wood 
chips and prepare shipments. 

2. Certificate course for forestry entrepreneurs: the contractor’s needs involve the choice of 
work site, choice of machinery (wood chipper, crane and tractor), knowledge of work site costs 
and earning capacity, wood chip storage, packaging, the wood chip market, heating systems, wood 
energy units, organization of the wood chip market, how heating systems work, identification of 
resources and prospecting, necessary quantities for customers, drawing up specifications, 
production techniques. 

3. Qualifying training for forestry entrepreneurs and their employees: short training courses 
on the abovementioned themes geared towards active contractors or employees wishing to 
improve their skills. 

4. Qualifying training for wood chip heating system installers: wood chip heating system 
installers must know the characteristics of wood chips for consumption as fuel, short supply 
channels, means used for delivery in order to determine proper sizing for access to the heating 
system and storage bins. They also must be able to advise their customers on the use and 
maintenance of their installation.  

5. Initiation for elected officials and opinion leaders: elected officials and opinion leaders need 
to know the basics of wood energy (day-long session), its impact on the environment, forest 
protection, employment, contribution to the forest action plan, the cost of installing wood 
heating systems and how they work, a summary comparison with other energy sources. 

 

How can we encourage training for the target audience? 
Needs and an offer that meets needs are not sufficient. It will nevertheless be difficult to galvanize 
employees and heads of business into action, since there are real impediments to training in this sector. 
We thus have to be even more creative in our efforts to draw training participants. Here are a few 
solutions: 

• Make qualification mandatory in order to set up a forestry enterprise. This is now the case. 
• Include qualification requirements in calls for tender for wood chips suppliers. 
• Add funding options to the training programme. 
• Compensate trainees for the loss of earnings during training. 
• Link access to credit for investments with training requirements. 
• Choose training dates, timeframes and locations that best meet the target audience’s needs. 

 
 

To succeed, we’ll need a little wood, 

and above all a lot of energy! 
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